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Although psychoanalytic theory is one of the most potent and influential tools in contemporary literary criticism, to date it has had very little impact on the study of African American literature.
Critical methods from the disciplines of history, sociology, and cultural studies have dominated work in the field. Now, in this exciting new book by the author of Domestic Allegories: The Black
Heroine's Text at the Turn of the Century, Claudia Tate demonstrates that psychoanalytic paradigms can produce rich and compelling readings of African American textuality. With clear and
accessible summaries of key concepts in Freud, Lacan, and Klein, as well as deft reference to the work of contemporary psychoanalytic critics of literature, Tate explores African- American
desire, alienation, and subjectivity in neglected novels by Emma Kelley, W.E.B. Du Bois, Richard Wright, Zora Neale Hurston, and Nella Larsen. Her pioneering approach highlights African
American textual realms within and beyond those inscribing racial oppression and modes of black resistance. A superb introduction to psychoanalytic theory and its applications for African
American literature and culture, this book creates a sophisticated critical model of black subjectivity and desire for use in the study of African American texts.
This study articulates the distinctive moral character of the Afro-American women's community. Beginning with a reconstructive history of the Afro-American woman's situation in America, the
work next traces the emergence of the Black woman's literary tradition and explains its importance in expressing the moral wisdom of Black women. The life and work of Zora Neale Hurston is
examined in detail for her unique contributions to the moral tradition of the Afro-American woman. A final chapter initiates a promising exchange between the works of Hurston and those of
Howard Thurman and Martin Luther King, Jr. A pioneering and multi-dimensional work, 'Black Womanist Ethics' is at once a study in ethics, gender, and race.
Florida was the first region of the United States to be discovered, explored, and, after a fashion, settled by Euroamericans. Its population in the early 21st century is approaching 17 million.
Within years the number of people living in the state will surpass those living in New York, and the Sunshine State will become the most populous area east of the Mississippi. The first book in
English about Florida was written by Jean Ribault. A French adventurer, Ribault established a colony of Huguenots near present-day Jacksonville. He was captured by the very able Spanish
commander Pedro Menendez, who ordered his French rival and all his minions killed. The state’s long and colorful past is matched by its equally long and colorful literary production.
Strangely, critical assessment of Florida literature has lagged far behind. With this volume, the Florida College English Association has formally begun an effort to correct this lamentable
oversight. Included are papers on every aspect of Florida literature and history by scholars from every part of the state who are employed in every kind of institution of higher learning. Of
special interest are the studies of Florida literature in the 19th century and in the late 20th and early 21st centuries, areas that are generally ignored in national journals. The papers on the
contributions of African-American literary figures, such as Zora Hurston and James Weldon Johnson, are noteworthy. Of particular interest are the suggestions for teaching Florida studies in
the classroom, which can be adapted for high school as well as college students.
In a perceptive study of the meaning of love, two people find themselves at once deeply in love and deeply at odds
Writers of the Harlem Renaissance generally fall into "folk," "bourgeois," or "proletarian" aesthetic categories. Jones argues that all three aesthetics influence the historically mislabeled works
of Hurston, West, and Fauset, and that they share a drive to challenge racial, class, and gender oppression. The book also discusses the writers in relation to contemporary African American
women authors.
In 1860 wordt de negentienjarige Oluale Kossola vanuit West-Afrika naar de Verenigde Staten verscheept, op het laatste – dan al illegale – Amerikaanse slavenschip de Clotilda. Wanneer hij
al ver in de tachtig is, wordt hij als de laatst bekende overlevende van de slavernij geïnterviewd door de beroemde schrijfster en antropologe Zora Neale Hurston. Gedurende een periode van
maanden komen de schrijfster en de oude man elkaar nader, en vertrouwt hij haar steeds meer toe: zijn jeugdherinneringen, verhalen over zijn gevangenneming, de horror van de overtocht
en het verdere verloop van zijn leven nadat de Amerikaanse burgeroorlog hem zijn vrijheid teruggaf. Hurston tekende zijn verhaal in 1931 op met het gevoelige oor en de empathie die haar tot
een van de belangrijkste Amerikaanse schrijvers van de twintigste eeuw maakten, maar vond geen uitgever voor dit werk. Toen het in 2017 alsnog verscheen, werd het herkend als een uniek
historisch document. In deze Nederlandse uitgave wordt naast de vertaling ook het oorspronkelijke Engels afgedrukt, zodat de stem van Kossola, zorgvuldig fonetisch vastgelegd door
Hurston, de Nederlandse lezer in volle glorie bereikt.
This Library of America volume, with its companion, brings together for the first time all of Zora Neale Hurston’s best writing in one authoritative set. When she died in poverty and obscurity in
1960, all of her books were out of print. Today Hurston’s groundbreaking works, suffused with the culture and traditions of African Americans and the poetry of black speech, have won her
recognition as one of the most significant modern American writers. Hurston’s fiction is free-flowing and frequently experimental, exuberant in its storytelling and open to unpredictable and
fascinating digressions. Jonah’s Gourd Vine (1934), based on the lives of her parents and evoking in rich detail the world of her childhood, recounts the rise and fall of a powerful preacher
torn between spirit and flesh in an all-black town in Florida. “There is no book more important to me than this one,” novelist Alice Walker has written about Their Eyes Were Watching God
(1937), Hurston’s lyrical masterpiece about a woman’s determined struggle for love and independence. In this, her most acclaimed work, she employs a striking range of tones and voices to
give the story of Janie and Tea Cake the poetic intensity of a myth. In Moses, Man of the Mountain (1939), her high-spirited and utterly personal retelling of the Exodus story, Hurston again
demonstrates her ability to use the black vernacular as the basis for a supple and compelling prose style. Seraph on the Suwanee (1948), Hurston’s last major work, is set in turn-of-thecentury Florida and portrays the passionate clash between a poor southern “cracker” and her willful husband. A selection of short stories (among them “Spunk,” “The Bone of Contention,”
and “Story in Harlem Slang”) further displays Hurston’s unique fusion of folk traditions and literary modernism—comic, ironic, and soaringly poetic. The chronology of Hurston’s life prepared
for this edition sheds fresh light on many aspects of her career. In addition, this volume contains detailed notes and a brief essay on the texts. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent
nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America’s best and most significant writing. The
Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are
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printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
For a decade and a half, since she first appeared in the Birmingham Centre's collective volume The Empire Strikes Back, Hazel Carby has been on the frontline of the debate over multicultural
education in Britain and the US. This book brings together her most important and influential essays, ranging over such topics as the necessity for racially diverse school curricula, the
construction of literary canons, Zora Neale Hurston's portraits of "the Folk," C.L.R. James and Trinidadian nationalism and black women blues artists, and the necessity for racially diverse
school curricula. Carby's analyses of diverse aspects of contemporary culture are invariably sharp and provocative, her political insights shrewd and often against the grain. A powerful
intervention, Culture in Babylon will become a standard reference point in future debates over race, ethnicity and gender.
The Souls of White Folk: African American Writers Theorize Whiteness is the first study to consider the substantial body of African American writing that critiques whiteness as social
construction and racial identity. Arguing against the prevailing approach to these texts that says African American writers retreated from issues of “race” when they wrote about whiteness,
Veronica T. Watson instead identifies this body of literature as an African American intellectual and literary tradition that she names “the literature of white estrangement.” In chapters that
theorize white double consciousness (W. E. B. Du Bois and Charles Chesnutt), white womanhood and class identity (Zora Neale Hurston and Frank Yerby), and the socio-spatial subjectivity of
southern whites during the civil rights era (Melba Patillo Beals), Watson explores the historically situated theories and analyses of whiteness provided by the literature of white estrangement
from the late nineteenth through the mid-twentieth centuries. She argues that these texts are best understood as part of a multipronged approach by African American writers to challenge and
dismantle white supremacy in the United States and demonstrates that these texts have an important place in the growing field of critical whiteness studies.
Denying its formative dialogues with minorities, the white race, Stephen P. Knadler contends, has been a fugitive race. While the "white question," like the "Negro question," and the "woman
question" a century earlier, has garnered considerable critical attention among scholars looking to find new anti-race strategies, these investigations need to highlight not just the exclusion of
people of color, but also examine minority writers' resistance to and disruption of this privileged racial category. "Highly original, wonderfully detailed, and thought provoking," says Professor
Candace Waid of Knadler's intellectually challenging book. Although excluded, people of color looked back in anger, laughter, and wisdom to challenge the unexamined lie of a self-evident
whiteness. Looking at fictional and nonfictional texts written between 1850 and 1984, "The Fugitive Race" traces a long cultural and literary history of the ways African Americans, Asian
Americans, Jewish Americans, Chicanos, gays, and lesbians have challenged the shape and meaning of so-called white identities. From the antebellum period to the 1980s, the belief in a
white racial superiority, or simply a white difference, has denied that people of color might and do have an influence on the supposedly pure or protected character of whiteness. In contrast,
this book attempts to define a new way of analyzing minority literature that questions this segregated color line. In addition to creating a new racial awareness, many writers of color tried to
interfere in the historical formulation of whiteness. They created unsettling moments when white readers had to see themselves for the first time from the outside-in, or from the critical
perspective of non-white writers. These writers--including William Wells Brown, Pauline Hopkins, Abraham Cahan, Young-hill Kang, Zora Neale Hurston, and Arturo Islas--did not simply resist
assimilation. They sought to dismantle the white identities that lay as the foundation of the master's house. Stephen P. Knadler, an assistant professor of English at Spelman College, has
been published in "American Literature," "American Literary History," "American Quarterly," "Minnesota Review," and "Modern Fiction Studies."
Presents a biography of American author Zora Neale Hurston along with critical views of her work.
Seraph on the SuwaneeA NovelNew York : ScribnerSeraph on the Suwanee, etcSeraph on the SuwaneeSeraph on the SuwaneeTurtleback
Features the life, accomplishments, and works of Zora Neale Hurston, including alphabetically arranged excerpts covering important people in her life, works, characters, and themes.
Reconstructs the events, relationships, and achievements that marked the life of the black novelist, folklorist, and anthropologist, assessing her important works and commitment to the black
folk tradition
Zora Neale Hurston (1891-1960), the most prominent of the Harlem Renaissance women writers, was unique because her social and professional connections were not limited to literature but
encompassed theatre, dance, film, anthropology, folklore, music, politics, high society, academia, and artistic bohemia. Zora Neale Hurston: An Annotated Bibliography of Works and Criticism
consists of reviews of critical interpretations of Hurston’s work. In addition to publication information, each selection is carefully crafted to capture the author’s thesis in a short, pithy, analytical
framework. Also included are original essays by eminent Hurston scholars that contextualize the bibliographic entries. Meticulously researched but accessible, these essays focus on gaps in
Hurston criticism and outline new directions for Hurston scholarship in the twenty-first century. Comprehensive and up-to-date, this volume contains analytical summaries of the most important
critical writings on Zora Neale Hurston from the 1970s to the present. In addition, entries from difficult-to-locate sources, such as small academic presses or international journals, can be found
here.
"Contributors look at the writers and their works from a feminist-womanist perspective, and address issues relating to race, class, and gender. Topical entries, e.g., "Work," "Protest Tradition,"
"Religion," "The Use of Myth," and "Memory," provide a rich context for the literature."--Choice review.
Zora Neale Hurston's The Seraph on the Suwanee has two storylines: one traces the economic mobility and class ascendancy of Jim, patriarch of the Meserves; the other follows the
construction of Arvay and Jim's private family and home, which becomes a battleground for their ideological struggles. These storylines merge and intertwine, colluding to demonstrate how
power--psychosexual and emotional--is conferred onto Jim as the economic breadwinner and head of the Meserve financial dynasty. Thus, the uniqueness of a novel like Seraph is that it
gives us not just an economic portrayal, but also a psychoanalytic deconstruction of whiteness that points to formulations of white (gendered) subjectivity. While many critics have explored
race, class or gender in their critiques of Seraph, few have attempted to bridge the connection between the economic and social ramifications of exploitative capitalism when it is used to justify
and/or create the family household. In detailing how the Meserves achieve their race and class mobility, Hurston not only critiques how whiteness is constructed but also queries racial
identification--the notion of race--as well. In my thesis, I argue that Seraph gives us an inside/insider look how white masculinity and femininity buttress each other to create a domestic space
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and ideology of the family that respects and values the exploitation required to achieve comfort. This starts with the Meserve family and branches out into dynasties that encompass the
second-generation of Meserves and the Corregios, eventually constituting a white republic.
An anthology of 16 stories and excerpts from novels by African American writers includes critical essays on each author by a variety of scholars.
This comprehensive study examines the ways Hurston circumvented the constraints of the white publishing world and a predominantly white readership to critique white culture and its effects
on the black community.
A startling and gripping reexamination of the Jim Crow era, as seen through the eyes of some of the most important American writers In this dramatic reexamination of the Jim Crow South,
Anders Walker demonstrates that racial segregation fostered not simply terror and violence, but also diversity, one of our most celebrated ideals. He investigates how prominent intellectuals
like Robert Penn Warren, James Baldwin, Eudora Welty, Ralph Ellison, Flannery O’Connor, and Zora Neale Hurston found pluralism in Jim Crow, a legal system that created two worlds, each
with its own institutions, traditions, even cultures. The intellectuals discussed in this book all agreed that black culture was resilient, creative, and profound, brutally honest in its assessment of
American history. By contrast, James Baldwin likened white culture to a “burning house,” a frightening place that endorsed racism and violence to maintain dominance. Why should black
Americans exchange their experience for that? Southern whites, meanwhile, saw themselves preserving a rich cultural landscape against the onslaught of mass culture and federal power, a
project carried to the highest levels of American law by Supreme Court justice and Virginia native Lewis F. Powell, Jr. Anders Walker shows how a generation of scholars and judges has
misinterpreted Powell’s definition of diversity in the landmark case Regents v. Bakke, forgetting its Southern origins and weakening it in the process. By resituating the decision in the context
of Southern intellectual history, Walker places diversity on a new footing, independent of affirmative action but also free from the constraints currently placed on it by the Supreme Court. With
great clarity and insight, he offers a new lens through which to understand the history of civil rights in the United States.
"Croft has done a skillful job chronicling and organizing the life and works of an extraordinary writer. Recommended. Upper-division undergraduates and graduate students." "Plant...adds new
dimension to the body of biographical literature already published, earnestly portraying Hurston's vitality and spirituality, characteristics that enabled her to achieve innumerable
accomplishments...An inspiring read, recommended for all libraries." Zora Neale Hurston is best known for the landmark novel. Their Eyes Were Watching God, which recently returned to the
bestseller list in the wake of an acclaimed television adaptation. But no understanding of Hurston is complete without considering all the forms of her work---including her extraordinary
contributions as a folklorist---in light of the treasure trove of newly discovered information, texts, and film footage. "The Inside Light": New Critical Essays on Zora Neale Hurston caps a decade
of resurgent popularity and critical interest in Hurston to offer the most insightful critical analysis of her work to date. Encompassing all of Hurston's writings---fiction, folklore manuscripts,
drama, and correspondence---it fully reaffirms the legacy of this phenomenal writer, whom The Color Purple's Alice Walker called "A Genius of the South." "The Inside Light" offers 20 critical
essays covering the breadth of Hurston's writing, including her poetry, which up to now has received little attention. Essays throughout are informed by revealing new research, previously
unseen manuscripts, and even film clips of Hurston. The book also focuses on aspects of Hurston's life and work that remain controversial, including her stance on desegregation, her
relationships with Charlotte Mason, Langston Hughes, and Richard Wright, and the veracity of her autobiography, Dust Tracks on a Road.
Explores the unique relationship between white women and racial Others in a wide variety of literary works.
The postwar period witnessed an outpouring of white life novels--that is, texts by African American writers focused almost exclusively on white characters. Almost every major mid-twentieth
century black writer, including Zora Neale Hurston, Richard Wright, Ann Petry and James Baldwin, published one of these anomalous texts. Controversial since their publication in the 1940s
and 50s, these novels have since fallen into obscurity given the challenges they pose to traditional conceptions of the African American literary canon. Playing in the White: Black Writers,
White Subjects aims to bring these neglected novels back into conversations about the nature of African American literature and the unique expectations imposed upon black texts. In a series
of nuanced readings, Li demonstrates how postwar black novelists were at the forefront of what is now commonly understood as whiteness studies. Novels like Hurston's Seraph on the
Suwanee and Wright's Savage Holiday, once read as abdications of the political imperative of African American literature, are revisited with an awareness of how whiteness signifies in
multivalent ways that critique America's abiding racial hierarchies. These novels explore how this particular racial construction is freighted with social power and narrative meaning. Whiteness
repeatedly figures in these texts as a set of expectations that are nearly impossible to fulfill. By describing characters who continually fail at whiteness, white life novels ask readers to reassess
what race means for all Americans. Along with its close analysis of key white life novels, Playing in the White: Black Writers, White Subjects also provides important historical context to
understand how these texts represented the hopes and anxieties of a newly integrated nation.
Provides incisive reviews of more than 300 recommended novels and short-story collections set in Florida. Numerous Florida fiction writers, past and present, are represented in the book,
including such diverse talents as Edna Buchanan, Harry Crews, Connie May Fowler, and others.--Excerpted from book cover.
Master's Thesis from the year 2012 in the subject Women Studies / Gender Studies, grade: 20, course: English language and literature, language: English, comment: This thesis was
mentioned as a good study as the researcher had undergone a difficult situation in order to accomplish it. This was the major reason that she decided to publish her paper for free, so that
other students and researchers around the world can use it. On the defense session, the thesis examiner who was also the head of the department announced that the writer of this text bears
the capability of writing research papers and doing similar jobs., abstract: Zora Neale Hurston is a reputable figure in the fields of African-American literature and Women's studies. The
researcher aims at reading her masterpiece "Their Eyes Were Watching God" along with her other fictional work "Seraph on the Suwanee" under the light of the theories of the poststructuralist French feminist critic and thinker, Helene Cixous. The aim of this study is to scrutinize whether the selected novels could be regarded as examples and models of ecriture
feminine. The selected novels possess notable features, which led the researcher to study them from Cixous's perspectives. The first leading and prominent feature is the novels' being written
by a woman. The second far-reaching feature is the existence of female protagonists within both of the selected texts who revolt against patriarchal figures. By investigating the pivotal notions
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of openness, multiplicity, body as a means of resistance against patriarchal constructions and the dominance of voice as a subversive element within the texts, the thesis aims to reach this
outcome: Their Eyes Were Watching God and Seraph on the Suwanee are capable to bear post-structuralist as well as feminine qualities. In sum, Zora Neale Hurston, the author of the
novels, could be categorized as an example of Cixous's notion of ecriture feminine."
African American Lives offers up-to-date, authoritative biographies of some 600 noteworthy African Americans. These 1,000-3,000 word biographies, selected from over five thousand entries
in the forthcoming eight-volume African American National Biography, illuminate African-American history through the immediacy of individual experience. From Esteban, the earliest known
African to set foot in North America in 1528, right up to the continuing careers of Venus and Serena Williams, these stories of the renowned and the near forgotten give us a new view of
American history. Our past is revealed from personal perspectives that in turn inspire, move, entertain, and even infuriate the reader. Subjects include slaves and abolitionists, writers,
politicians, and business people, musicians and dancers, artists and athletes, victims of injustice and the lawyers, journalists, and civil rights leaders who gave them a voice. Their experiences
and accomplishments combine to expose the complexity of race as an overriding issue in America's past and present. African American Lives features frequent cross-references among
related entries, over 300 illustrations, and a general index, supplemented by indexes organized by chronology, occupation or area of renown, and winners of particular honors such as the
Spingarn Medal, Nobel Prize, and Pulitzer Prize.
Liefde als het erop aankomt van Daniela Krien is een sprankelende roman over liefde in al haar facetten. Over hoe het leven je buigt, maar nimmer breekt. Liefde als het erop aankomt van
Daniela Krien vertelt de verhalen van vijf vrouwen die opgroeiden in de DDR en als jongvolwassenen de val van de Muur meemaken. Judith, Brida, Malika en Jorinde zijn volwassen geworden
tegen het einde van de ddr en hebben de val van de Muur meegemaakt. Waar eerder grenzen waren, is nu vrijheid. Maar vrijheid is evengoed dwingend. Het dwingt je keuzes te maken. Hun
zoektocht naar geluk en liefde hebben de vijf met elkaar gemeen. Maar wat betekent liefde eigenlijk, in deze tijden? Paula ontmoet op een zomeravond haar toekomstige echtgenoot. Ze
krijgen een kind, maar dat sterft en hun verdriet is eindeloos. Judith, Paula’s beste vriendin, heeft een bijna meisjesachtig verlangen naar tederheid. Maar dan raakt ze onbedoeld zwanger.
Brida is schrijver; een vrouw die laveert tussen het zorgen voorhaar kinderen en haar drang te schrijven. Malika was een talentvolviolist; de hoop op een mooie toekomst vervliegt echter
wanneer haar man haar verlaat. Dan doet haar succesvolle zus Jorinde haar een ongehoord aanbod. Liefde als het erop aankomt gaat over hoe het leven je buigt, maar nimmer breekt. ‘Wie
over honderd jaar iets wil leren over het leven van vrouwen van nu, zal het doen aan de hand van Kriens roman.’ – Sächsische Zeitung ‘Dit is hét boek dat ik zou willen overhandigen aan
iedereen die meer te weten wil komen over hedendaagse Duitse literatuur, het land en het volk.’ – Denis Scheck, WDR ‘Aangrijpend en ontroerend, zonder ideologische pretenties maar mét
uiterst precieze observaties van het alledaagse.’ – Deutschlandfunk
An encyclopedic guide to the American author's life and works presents a brief biography, synopses of her writings, critical analysis of her characters and themes, and discusses important
people, places, and topics in her life.
Offering a one-of-a-kind approach to music and literature of the Americas, this book examines the relationships between musical protagonists from Colombia, Cuba, and the United States in
novels by writers such as Gabriel García Márquez, Alejo Carpentier, Zora Neale Hurston, and John Okada.
This dissertation explains the significance of Zora Neale Hurston’s Seraph on the Suwanee by using Paul Laurence Dunbar’s The Uncalled as a literary framework. Hurston’s novel tells the
story of Arvay Henson, a pretty, poor, white woman who advances to the white middle class. Intriguingly, Arvay and her family speak in a dialect that is very similar to the “black” dialect
featured in many of Hurston’s other works. Sadly, Hurston’s decision to place “black” dialect or what scholars would call African American Vernacular English (AAVE) in the mouths of white
characters has allowed for the dismissal of one of her finest works.The two novels are similar in many ways. Both texts feature poor whites who speak in a dialect that resembles AAVE and
who are also highly religious. In The Uncalled, the main character, Freddie Brent, struggles with his human desires while being raised by the overly religious Miss Hester who wants Freddie to
become a minister. Similarly, Seraph’s Arvay is also consumed by religion and uses it as a crutch. In both texts, race plays an insignificant role. Hurston, like Dunbar, struggled to break from
the race writing mold in which she had been placed to simply write about the human experience. Both authors wrote universal tales that could apply to any race or social class.In this literary
study, I also propose the abolishment of the linguistic term African American Vernacular English (AAVE). I coin the term Impoverished Deep Southern Vernacular English (IDSVE) because it
removes the race label that is problematic in AAVE. Hurston’s and Dunbar’s novels have been difficult for readers and scholars because the language patterns were labeled as black
language in white mouths which often led to charges of lack of authenticity. Providing a better label for the type of language used by the white characters in the novels allows for a better
understanding and hopefully embracement of the texts by readers and scholars. .
Representing Rural Women examines representations of the lives and experiences of rural women in North American literature, popular culture, and print, visual, and digital media. It highlights
the complexity and diversity of rural women by considering intersecting issues of region, class, race and ethnicity, sexuality, and gender identity.
What effect has the black literary imagination attempted to have on, in Toni Morrison’s words, "a race of readers that understands itself to be ‘universal’ or race-free"? How has black
literature challenged the notion that reading is a race-neutral act? Race and the Literary Encounter takes as its focus several modern and contemporary African American narratives that not
only narrate scenes of reading but also attempt to intervene in them. The texts interrupt, manage, and manipulate, employing thematic, formal, and performative strategies in order to multiply
meanings for multiple readers, teach new ways of reading, and enable the emergence of antiracist reading subjects. Analyzing works by James Weldon Johnson, Zora Neale Hurston, Ralph
Ellison, Jamaica Kincaid, Percival Everett, Sapphire, and Toni Morrison, Lesley Larkin covers a century of African American literature in search of the concepts and strategies that black writers
have developed in order to address and theorize a diverse audience, and outlines the special contributions modern and contemporary African American literature makes to the fields of reader
ethics and antiracist literary pedagogy.
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